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Students participate in annual science fair
By Nina Kern
News editor

The 2019 Science Fair is
quickly approaching at Leo Jr./Sr.
High School.
It seems that majority of
participants are freshman, since
the fair is a requirement to pass
Biology.
Although, several
groups of upperclassmen are
participating as well.
There is a lot of variation with the
projects this year.
One particular group of
freshman, Leo Cook, Gavin Vitz,
and Tyler Hartleroad, are using
gel electrophoresis to show the
different types of materials in
food dye.
The group explained that
electrophoresis is the process that
uses electricity to pull molecules
from one place to another.
By zapping the gels, they
will examine the speed at which
the dyes move.
Leo Cook seems
enthused about the fair, though
the group’s reasoning for
participating this year is because
it is required.
Another freshman
group of Paige Hasselman, Eva
Peterson, and Chloé Moncada is
testing what product removes
graffiti the best.
This group is comparing
the effects of three different
products: Goo Gone, Goof Off,
and alcohol.

They also claim to be
participating in the science fair
this year because it is required.
A group of sophomores
has a different reason for
participating this year.
Leighanna Coley says,
“I’m only doing this for the extra
credit in chemistry”.

Just Ask Jaide :
Dealing with relationships
By Jaide Castillon
Chief photographer
Relationships come with
ups and downs. It’s not a walk in
the park.
It comes with
responsibility and effort.
Some advice for those of
you that are in relationships is
that never be selfish.
Always keep in mind
that it’s a two way street.
Maintaining a healthy
relationship takes time and also
effort from both people.
Struggles between your
significant other can tend to get
out of hand, but there’s always a
way to solve things the right way.
For example, being
upfront with one another.
Never bottle situations
up when you’re feelings uneasy
about things.
Being upfront can help
solve things fast and in a mature
way.
It’s good to always let
your significant other know how
you’re feeling and when you feel
something that way you’re both
on the same page.
It’s important to take
into consideration how your
significant other is feeling.
You don’t want them to
think that you don’t care or that
you aren’t willing to hear their
side of things.

Another thing that comes
along with is compromising.
Compromising helps
make things easier between your
significant other.
Compromising takes the
willingness to change and it’s
also never one-sided.
Whether it’s maintaining
a healthy relationship by putting
in effort, being up front with
one another, being considerate
of each other’s feelings, or
compromising, the road to a
healthy relationship isn’t too far
away.
Always keep in mind
that a relationship is a two way
street.

Need some
advice? Contact
Jaide Castillon at
(260) 760- 9951.
All questions will
be anonymous.

This seems to be a trend
with the sophomore class.
Leighanna’s group of
Averee Yoder and Tyler Reisgies
are testing what temperature
makes a magnet the strongest.
In this experiment, the
group will heat a magnet to
several different temperatures

to understand how temperature
affects the magnetism of
a magnet, and come to a
conclusion on what temperature
makes a magnet the strongest.
The science fair is a
perfect way for students to
express creativity and get
involved.

Sophomores Madi Haines and Ella Tague work on their science project.

Longest US government
shutdown comes to a halt
Federal workers feel repercussions as a result
By Stephen Simpson
In-depth issue editor

From December 22, 2018
to January 25, 2019 the Federal
government experienced a shutdown brought about by Donald
Trump’s proposal for a bill requesting $5 billion for the construction of a US-Mexico border
wall and the Democrats refusal
to support such a bill.
This refusal was heightened even more so after Jan. 3 because of the Democrat takeover
of the House of Representatives.
The effects of government shutdowns include unpaid
federal workers, disruptions of
government services and programs, closure of national parks
and institutions, loss in profit in
several organs of the state, and
costing the Federal government
millions of dollars in lost labor.
Many federal workers
have received their first partial
paycheck since the government
shutdown. NPR States: “Some

400,000 workers had been furloughed, and another 400,000
had been on the job but were not
getting paid.”
The government shutdown has also reportedly
harmed worker morale, as some
considered leaving governmental
work because of the absence of
pay.
Also in the private sector, small business has been
suffering. Being that the Small
Business Administration, a state
agency, was one of the closed organs, small business owners have
been unable to receive loans and
therefore many have faced the
possibility of bankruptcy.
CNBC reports: “The
Consumer Bankers Association
pegged the tally of outstanding
loans at about 300 for each day of
the shutdown, or about $2 billion
in lending.”
This reopening is only
temporary, however. A short
agreement has been made in congress, allowing the pay of government employees.
However, if, by February
15, funding for the border wall is
not supplied, Trump will either
reinstate the shutdown or declare
national emergency.
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Students gear up for 2019 talent show
By Stephen Simpson
In-depth-issue editor

On February 21, the
“Leo’s Got Talent” show was
held in the school’s cafeteria
for all to see. “Leo’s Got Talent” is the school’s annual
talent show for the students of
Leo to perform their talents in
front of an audience.
Hosted by Seniors
Arland Coolman and Kyle Miazga, the show contained performances of song and dance.
The performers included Maria Isaacson, Aerin Goldman
and Avery Kissner, Madeline
Ganser and Bailianna Sholl,
Meka Schwartz, Jenna Gladieux, Makayla Edwards, and
more.
Madeline Ganser,
who sung “Imagine” by John
Lennon, was accompanied by
Bailianna Sholl playing the
bass ukulele. Jenna Gladieux,
who performed “When We
Were Young” by Adele, impressed many from her ability
to sing its wide range and difficult notes.
Makayla Edwards,
who sung “Happier” by Ed
Sheeran, was another notable
appearance that many were
happy to hear.
Aerin Goldman and
Avery Kissner appeared as a
duet singing the tune “Over
You” by Ingrid Michelson,
a powerful piece performed
well by the two young singers.
Although the lineup
was rather short in comparison to previous shows, that
did not hold back the quality
of the performances which
many in the audience enjoyed.

PHOTO BY HALEY BOYCE
Senior Meka Schwartz rehearses her act.

Travis Scott comes
to Indianapolis
Rapper hits the road for “ASTROWORLD’ tour
By Haley Boyce
Editor-in-chief

On Feb. 20. 2019,
rapper Travis Scott will be
performing at Bankers Life
Fieldhouse in Indianapolis,
IN.
Scott became a
household name in 2018 after
he released his junior album,
“ASTROWORLD.”
The tour,
“ASTROWORLD: Wish You
Were Here”, features rappers
Virgil Abloh, Sheck Wes,
Trippie Redd, and Gunna as
the opening acts, according to
The Fader.
Seniors Alex Bond,
Lydia Lange, and Kinsey
Smith will all be attending the
show.
Bond first became
interested in attending the
concert after seeing videos of
the show.
“Travis Scott is a
pretty popular rapper,” Bond
said. “It looks like he puts on a
good show.”
Scott, who has
created hits such as “SICKO
MODE” and “goosebumps’”,
is known for his high-energy
performances featuring

intense light shows and for
bringing a real roller coaster
on stage for him to ride on
during the performance.
“I think everyone
[at the concert] will be going
crazy,” Lange told “The Lion’s
Tale”.
According to Setlist.
fm, Scott is expected to
perform a total of 31 songs,
ranging from his first album to
his most recent.
Both Smith and Lange
are looking forward to Scott’s
iconic song “SICKO MODE”,
which spent ten weeks on
the Hot 100’s No. 1 spot,
according to Billboard.
Bond looks forward
to hearing “SICKO MODE”,
along with some of his earlier
hits.
“I feel like
‘goosebumps’ is a classic,”
Bond said. “I’m kind of
excited for like ‘YOSEMITE’
and ‘BUTTERFLY EFFECT’
though.”
Smith looks forward
to the concert, specifically,
what she thinks the
atmosphere will be like.
“The atmosphere
will be fun and the vibe will
be good,” Smith predicts.
“Everyone will be excited to
be there.”
Tickets for the event
are still available online on
websites such as Ticketmaster
and vividseats.
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Jam out to our Valentines Day inspired playlists
Break-up Playlist

In-Love Playlist

- Someone Like You by Adele
- Coaster by Khalid
- Thru Your Phone by Cardi B
- One Number Away by Luke
Combs
- Over You by Marc Scibilia
- Too Much To Ask by Niall
Horan
- Irreplacable by Beyonce
- Be Alright by Dean Lewis
- So Sick by Neyo
- If You Want Love by NF
- I Miss You by Clean Bandit
- Like I Loved You by Brett
Young
- Blood and Bones by Kodaline
- Not Over You by Gavin Degraw
- Nothing by The Script
- Honest by Bazzi

- Speechless by Dan + Shay
- Shallow by Lady Gaga and
Bradley Cooper
-Then by Brad Paisley
-You Make it Easy by Jason Aldean
- She Will be Loved by Maroon 5
- All to Myself by Dan + Shay
- Wanted by Hunter Hayes
- Perfect by Ed Sheeran
- God Gave Me You by Blake
Shelton
- Japanese Denim by Daniel
Caeser
- XO by John Mayer
- Marry You by Bruno Mars
- Beautiful by Bazzi
- Best Part by Daniel Caeser (ft.
H.E.R.)
- Die For You by The Weeknd

Local movie displays
theme of family unity
“The Forge Reclamation” wows with unique plot
By Tyler Reisgies
Managing editor

Unlike many
action movies, The Forge
Reclamation, written and
directed by senior Ben
Richards, has a bigger
meaning behind it.
The blood-tingling
film will have viewers
sitting on the edge of their
seats.
In this movie
the two main characters
Archeron and Nancy Forge,
are retired drug dealers
who quit the life of crime
to provide a happy life for
their two children.
When an old, dark
family secret is stolen,

Archeon recruits his past
team again in effort to
reveal the fugitive.
The main
performers of the film
Timothy Leon, and Sharon
Nelson, are not big time
“Hollywood”, yet they
provide strong and leading
roles that perfectly fit their
on screen characters.
From this film,
Archeron will do anything
to protect his family, which
demonstrates the theme
of the movie; family is
indivisible.
This movie is
perfect for action lovers,
but also for anyone that
wants to support the Leo
community.
Seeing your
community on the big
screen releases a feeling of
pride.
Go support Bens
movie you won’t regret it.

A movie poster for “The Forge Reclamation.”

Singer Ariana Grande debuts
new album, “thank u, next”
By Haley Boyce

R&B-like beat. The beat features
trumpets, a deep bass and is
Editor-in-chief beachy.
This is another song on the
album where Grande sings about
exploring her independence, as
well as just having fun.
The fourth track, “fake
On Friday, Feb. 8, pop
smile”, is a rather personal song
singer Ariana Grande released her for Grande. She sings about
fifth studio album entitled, “thank her hard times and how she
u, next.”
sometimes fakes her happiness.
The album, which features
It starts off with an old12 songs, is one of Grande’s most
timey song that sings “After
personal albums yet with songs
laughter, comes tears”, then jumps
that dive deep into romantic
into a fun, dark beat. But despite
relationships and why they go
this dark beat, there is a definite
wrong.
undertone of sadness.
Grande opens her album
Grande’s vocals in
with the song “imagine”, a
this song are killer, with her
dreamy song that reflects on a past wide range of vocals getting
relationship.
showcased. The song ends with
This song showcases
her harmonizing, something that
Grande’s talents, featuring her
makes the song devastatingly
iconic whistle tones. Beyond the
gorgeous.
notes and the melody, this song
Grande switches moods in
sets the theme for the album: past
her next song “bad idea.” The fast
loves and how to move on from
beat echoed a mischievous tone,
them.
where Grande sings about having
The next song on the
a bad idea. This is a classic pop
album is a lullaby-like song called song, but Grande still manages
“needy.” The beat in this song is
to reshape it with her effortless
unique, featuring sounds similar
vocals.
to a bell chiming.
The seventh song on the
Grande sings about
album, “makeup” is another one
her relationship insecurities,
of my personal favorites. Another
something everyone has. She
lullaby-esque song, Grande sings
admits she’s needy and has some
about making up with a lover and
personal issues. The catchy beat
sings about her makeup at the
and relatable lyrics make this song same time.
one you want to sing-a-long to.
This simple, yet fresh song
The third track, “NASA” is is another catchy hit that can be
my personal favorite. Grande sings summed up as a bop.
about needing her space and gives
The tone shifts in
a nod to the space organization,
“ghostin”, a track where Grande
NASA.
opens up about grieving a past
This song is like the sequel relationship while in a new one.
to Grande’s previous hit, “God is
Grande sings about being
woman”, where Grande compares heartbroken after losing a past
women to the universe.
love and apologizes to her current
In this song, however,
love for all the sadness she’s put
Grande sings about needing
him through.
her space in a relationship. The
This song is beautiful, with
lyrics present another theme: the
a smooth piano, violin oriented
necessity of independence in a
beat. “Ghostin” is clearly Grande’s
relationship.
strongest song on the album with
The beat alone is dreamy
her breathtakingly raw vocals.
and a pop classic. Her vocals on
This is a song that makes
this track are smooth and precise.
you want to cry it’s so beautiful, an
This song can be summed up in
aspect that shows Grande is a true
one word: a bop.
artist, in my opinion.
“Bloodline”, the fourth
In the next song, “in my
track jumps out at you with a

head,” Grande jumps back into
the theme of failed relationships.
She sings about seeing her partner
better than he really is and making
her relationship better than it
really is. The beat is more on the
hip hop side, which shows Grande
is a dynamic artist.
Grande showcases her
rapping skills in the next song,
“7 rings.” While this song might
seem like it’s simply about Grande
flaunting her wealth, this song is
about friendship and again being
independent.
This song is so catchy, you
won’t even notice you’re singing
along. It’s fun and funky and
something different from other
songs in the pop-music world.
Grande proves herself with this
track, showing she can do more
than just hit high notes; she can
rap.
In her next track, “thank
u, next”, Grande sings about her
most important message of all:
acceptance of a bad situation.
Grande reflects on her past
boyfriends and sends the message
that she’s ready to move on and
focus on herself.
Her message is one we
can all interpret differently.
Even if you’ve never been in a
relationship, you can look at
“thank u, next” as a song about a
bad situation that might have hurt
you, but taught you so much, so
you’re thankful for it. I loved this
song when it was released prior to
the album, and I still love it.
The last song “break up
with your girlfriend, i’m bored”
song with a cool, hip hop like beat.
It’s different from her songs, as
it’s less singing and more rapping.
Still, this song makes you want to
get up and dance.
Overall, I thought
Grande’s album was simply a
masterpiece. Her ability to convey
such real emotions makes this
album relatable and enjoyable.
This is Grande’s best work yet.
I highly recommend
this album to anyone who likes
pop music, who is dealing with
heartbreak, or who needs new
music to sing-along to.
“Thank u, next” is now
available to stream and purchase.
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SPREAD BY HALEY BOYCE AND TYLER REISGIES

coke

OR

pepsi?
Grade: Sophomore
Full name: Averee Grace Yoder
Nickname: Aves
Salty or sweet? Sweet
Jeans or sweats? Sweats
Which is worse: no tv or no
music? No tv
Coke or pepsi? Pepsi

Grade: Senior
Full name: Alexandra Glenn
Bond
Nickname: Alex
Salty or sweet? Sweet
Jeans or sweats? Jeans
Which is worse: no tv or no
music? No music
Coke or pepsi? Coke

Grade: Sophomore
Full name: Nate Etherington
Nickname: Just “Nate”
Salty or sweet? Salty
Jeans or sweats? Sweats
Which is worse: no tv or no
music? No music
Coke or pepsi? Pepsi

Grade: Junior
Full name: Kennedy Elise Shade
Nickname: Kay
Salty or sweet? Sweet
Jeans or sweats? Jeans
Which is worse: no tv or no
music? No tv
Coke or pepsi? Pepsi
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Five students commit to college athletics
Athlete: Hannah Adams
College: Bethel
Sport: Basketball
Athlete: Dylan Carlyle
College: Huntington
Sport: Soccer

Athlete: Kyle Miazga
College: Saint Francis
Sport: Football
Athlete: Ryan Hackworth
College: Heidelberg
Sport: Baseball
Athlete: Mackenzie Rust
College: Saint Francis
Sport: Softball

Carlyle

Hackworth

Rust

Adams

Wrestling team continues
their season of success

Miazga
Photos by and provided by Michael Myers and Anthony Restivo

Patriots win Superbowl LIII
By Haley Boyce
Editor-in-chief

Sophomore Ian Heath begins a match.
By Tyler Reisgies

PHOTO BY MICHAEL MYERS

Heath.

Managing editor
With winning the Garrett
Invitational, the Northeast Eight
Conference, and Sectionals, the
Leo High School wrestling team
has been very victorious this
season.
Much effort was given
by the team to receive these
victories.
Senior Jayden Elwood,
who was conference, sectional,
and regional champion for
his weight class, said “I just
put many hours and days into
wrestling.”
For sophomore Ian
Heath, it was the bond of his
teammates and coaches that
helped him in winning the 		
Garret Invitational,
conference, sectionals, and
regionals.
“Good partners and a
family-like bond helped me get
through tough times,” explained

These accomplishments
have given both wrestlers a sense
of pride.
Elwood told The Lion’s
Tale, “I am happy I have worked
hard to get where I’m at.”
Heath said, “I am happy
that the work I put in was paying
off and my goal of being a state
champion was getting more
within reach.”
This is only the
beginning for these wrestlers.
Elwood states, “I’m hungry for
more.”
Although they didn’t
win regionals as a whole, many
team members advanced to semistate finals on Saturday Feb. 9th,
2019, at the Allen County War
Memorial Coliseum.
Jacob Veatch, Ian Heath,
Clayton Jackson, Jacob Fletcher,
Jayden Elwood, and Thomas
Busch all advanced.
Elwood and Heath
advanced to the State
championship held in
Indianapolis.

On Sunday, Feb. third, the New
England Patriots became the winners of
Superbowl LIII.		
The Patriots defeated the Los
Angeles Rams at a score of 13-3 in Atlanta,
Georgia. 		
According to Sports Illustrated,
this is the team’s sixth time winning the
Superbowl.
The game was notably an
uneventful one with no team scoring the
first quarter, New England scoring three
the second quarter, Los Angeles scoring
three the third quarter, and finally ending
with New England scoring a touchdown,
clenching the victory. 		
Despite the slow pace of the game,
Leo senior and varsity quarterback AJ
Restivo thinks Patriots quarterback, Tom
Brady was able to be calm, which ultimately
led his team to victory.
“Brady knew his defense was
unstoppable and was cool, calm, and
collected,” Restivo said. “The pace of
the game played greatly into the Patriots
favor.”
According to USA Today, nearly
100.7 million viewers tuned in to watch the
game and halftime show, along with the
much anticipated advertisements.
This year’s group of advertisements
featured a unique variety including several
celebrity appearances including singer
Michael Bublé for Bubly, tennis star Serena
Williams for Bumble, Chance the Rapper
and musical group Backstreet Boys for
Doritos, rapper Cardi B and actor Steve
Carell for Pepsi, and several others. 		

Advertisements were not the only
things anticipated during Superbowl 53.
The halftime show, performed
by musical group Maroon 5 was one that
stirred up mixed opinions.
The show, which was just over 13
minutes, featured the group’s most popular
songs such as “She Will Be Loved” and
“Moves Like Jagger.”
Rappers Travis Scott and Big Boi
made an appearance during the show, as
well as a clip of the animated television

“The pace of the
game played greatly into
the Patriots favor.”
character, Spongebob.
Junior Audri Book was among
the many who found the performance
disappointing.
“I didn’t really like the Super Bowl
halftime show,” Book said. “I usually think
of it as entertaining but I felt that Maroon 5
didn’t really do that. They didn’t meet any
expectations that I had.”
While Book found it uninteresting,
junior Kennedy Shade enjoyed it, except for
the interruption of the Spongebob song that
played, “Sweet Victory.”
“I thought it was good but I’m just
mad [Travis Scott’s performance of “SICKO
MODE”] interrupted Sweet Victory by
Spongebob,” Shade admitted.
Despite the controversy of the
halftime show and the slow game, it’s clear
that the Super Bowl is still a favorite event
among many, with the millions of views it
racked up.
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ADS

It’s time for senior recognition ads!

Create your custom ad for your
student today!
Color ads will be due April 30,
2019.

Full Page $225
1/2 Page $150
1/4 Page $85
1/8 Page $45

Ad layouts are
available on
jostenadservice.com
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OPINION

Dating in high school has pros and cons
By Jaide Castillon
Chief photographer

girlfriend can turn into
an only friend or the lack
of effort put into school
work can become a habit.
A relationship can
turn too deep too fast
from being young and
committing to someone
at an early stage.

Whether you’re
friends before the
relationship starts or
not, having a deep
connection emotionally
and physically can get in
the way of your mindset.
I’m in a
relationship currently

and have been in
relationships the past two
years of high school and
personally, I think dating
and issues that come
along with dating can get
in the way of things.
Dating can
definitely get in the

Dating in high
school is portrayed as
something that’s positive.
Having a
boyfriend or girlfriend
seems to be a goal for
some people in their
teenage lives, but it
also can be a common
distraction.
There are several
pros and cons to dating
in high school.
For example, a pro
would be that you have a
designated best friend.
Having a
boyfriend or girlfriend
comes with spending a
lot of time with them.
You get to know
each other and they tend
to turn into your go to
person day in and day
out.
Also, problems
that come along with
dating can help you to
adapt to life lessons.
Being in a
relationship in high
school years can help
to learn how to date
and stay committed to
someone.
On the other hand,
cons to dating in high
school are a boyfriend or

way of school, sports,
and overall a teenagers
mental health.
Although, dating
can be exciting at
times, since you always
have a companion
and something to look
forward, too.

PHOTO BY HALEY BOYCE
Two students hold hands.

Celebrity culture proves to be distracting
By Nina Kern

(Dusseault).
Why, though,
Managing editor are people so
stupefied and
absorbed by these
celebrities?
Most celebrities
seen on television
Celebrity
or on the cover of a
culture is constantly
magazine don’t show
being blasted on all
up there because
forms of media.
they have something
Whether it’s
to actually offer to
news of Kanye
running for president society; they are just
there exploiting their
2020 or what’s
own lives for money.
going on with the
It’s unclear
Kardashians, it is
what celebrities like
soon to be received
Kim Kardashian do
from everywhere.
to earn their living,
Lots of people
but The Guardian
like this kind of
news though, in fact, suggests their role is
People Magazine has to simply exist in our
a weekly audience of minds.
Supposedly, Kim
4.6 million readers
Kardashian can act
and has the largest
as a virtual neighbor:
audience of any
people can choose to
American magazine
check up on her, read

about her life, and
stay updated with it.
With this, it’s

Most celebrities
seen on television
or on the cover of
a magazine don’t
show up there
because they
have something
to actually offer
to society; they
are just there
exploiting their
own lives for
money.
possible that the celeb
junkies are a little too

involved.
A paper in
the International
Journal of Cultural
Studies found that,
among the people it
surveyed in the UK,
those who follow
celebrity gossip
closely are three
times less likely than
people interested in
other forms of news
to be involved in
local organizations,
and half as likely to
volunteer.
“Virtual
neighbors replace
real ones” (The
Guardian).
It is also viable
to suggest that
celebrity could be
used as a form of
mass distraction.
The same UK
study claims that
people who are

the interested in
celebrity are the
least engaged in
politics, the least
likely to protest and
the least likely to
vote.
Not only
are these people
not a part of local
business, they’re not
partaking in political
business either,
which could cause
major issues.
Celebrities
involved in
mainstream media
haven’t proven to be
harmless, but it’s a
matter of conspiracy
as to how they’re
being used.
Is the media
trying to form a
distraction? Is
celebrity news being
used for more than
just entertainment?
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To Be Young And
Juniors Joel Fowerbaugh and Megan Fuch

SPECIAL
In Love

1. How long have you been dating?
Joel : Approximately 580,320 minutes.
Megan: Too long.
2. What is your favorite thing about your significant other?
Joel: Her face.
Megan: The fact that he doesn’t have any friends so he’ll always
hang out with me.
3. What is your favorite memory you’ve made together?
Joel: When we went to Cedar Point together over the summer.
Megan: I beat him at H-O-R-S-E.
4. Favorite date spot/date idea?
Joel: The movies.
Megan: The movies
5. What’s a pet peeve of your’s your significant other does?
Joel: Nothing. She’s perfect.
Megan: He’s blind.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY FUCHS

1. How long have you been dating?
Arland : 7 months.
Grace: 7 months.
2. What is your favorite thing about your significant other?
Arland : When Grace gets really excited she jumps around and
says “EEEE.” It’s really cute.
Grace: He surprises me with flowers all the time- it’s really sweet.
3. What is your favorite memory you’ve made together?
Arland: Going to Cedar Point with her family for the day.
Grace: In the summer just hanging out and getting ice cream.
4. Favorite date spot/date idea?
Arland: Finding sketchy little Asian restuarants and trying them
out.
Grace: Picnic at Parkview Park.
5. What’s a pet peeve of your’s your significant other does?
Arland: She is a terrible texter (so bad at responding).
Grace: He likes to embarass me in public- it’s kinda silly though.

Seniors Arland Coolman and Grace Hoffman

PHOTO PROVIDED BY HOFFMAN

1. How long have you been dating?
Jackson : 5 months.
Kaitlyn: 5 months.
2. What is your favorite thing about your significant other?
Jackson: The fact that I can trust her no matter what.
Kaitlyn: The fact that he always manages to put a smile on my
face or make me laugh.
3. What is your favorite memory you’ve made together?
Jackson: Semi Formal 2018.
Kaitlyn: Also Semi Formal.
4. Favorite date spot/date idea?
Jackson: Going out to dinner or baking together.
Megan: Watching movies or “The Office” together.
5. What’s a pet peeve of your’s your significant other does?
Jackson: She doesn’t accept compliments.
Kaitlyn: He says “that’s what she said” almost everytime I say
something.

Freshman Jackson Barbour and Kaitlyn Heyneman

PHOTO PROVIDED BY HEYNEMAN

1. How long have you been dating?
Will: 15 months.
Meredith: 15 months.
2. What is your favorite thing about your significant other?
Will: Her dimple.
Meredith: His sense of humor.
3. What is your favorite memory you’ve made together?
Will: Spending our one year anniversary at Cedar Pointe.
Meredith: He took me on a surprise date to a park and we ran
around like we were ten.
4. Favorite date spot/date idea?
Will: Logans Roadhouse.
Meredith: Logans Roadhouse.
5. What’s a pet peeve of your’s your significant other does?
Will: She gets sassy.
Meredith: He would sleep in until four if he had nothing to do that
day.

Juniors Will Haines and Meredith Minich

PHOTO PROVIDED BY MINICH
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